
Is there one right answer to the 
previous question?

• Business and industry make decisions in the “grey” area 
frequently.  What skills are we developing based on the previous 
exercise?

Critical Thinking
Group/Team Work

Interpreting Data

Effective Communication



Providing Context Is Critical - This is 
Natural In a CTE Classroom



Another Example



A Great Resource -The Brain Rules by John Medina

Rule #1 - Exercise - Exercise boosts brain power

Rule #2 - Survival - The human brain evolved, too

Rule #3 - Wiring - Every brain is wired differently

Rule #4 - Attention - We don’t pay attention to boring things.

Rule #5 - Short-Term Memory - Repeat to remember.

Rule #6 - Remember to Repeat

MOVE

DIFFERENTIATE

BE ENTHUSIASTIC

REVISIT AND REINFORCE



Rule #7 - Sleep - Sleep well, think well.

Rule #8 - Stress - Stressed brains don’t learn the same way.

Rule #9 - Sensory Integration - Stimulate more of the senses.

Rule #10 - Vision - Vision trumps all other senses.

Rule #11 - Gender - Male and female brains are different. 
(surprise)

Rule #12 - Exploration - We are powerful and natural explorers.

CTE HAS THE NATURAL ADVANTAGE

SEEING IS BELIEVING (AND REMEMBERING)

WE CRAVE AUTHENTIC PROBLEMS AND PROJECTS WITH OPEN ENDED ANSWERS!



Summing it up for the classroom



A Brilliant Example of rule 1 and a look at human 
behavior - we want to belong....



Rule #4 - We Don’t Pay Attention to Boring Things

Indiana University Survey of High School Student Engagement -Two out of three respondents (66%) in 
2009 are bored at least every day in class in high school; nearly half of the students (49%) are bored every day and 
approximately one out of every six students (17%) are bored in every class.



It’s about creating relationship...

You don’t have to be a magician, you do need to have enthusiasm



Rule #7 - Sleep - Sleep well, think well.

Countless studies confirm
the importance of sleep on learning

“If you are a public speaker, you
already know it is darn near fatal

to give a talk in the mid-afternoon.”

“The nap zone also is literally fatal:
More traffic accidents occur during

it than at any other time of day.”

“The brain is in a constant state of 
tension between cells and chemicals that 

try to put you to sleep and cells and 
chemicals that try to keep you awake.”

“Loss of sleep hurts attention, executive 
function, working memory, mood, 

quantitative skills, logical reasoning, and 
even motor dexterity.”

To which I say, other than that, it’s really no big deal to be sleep deprived.



Brain rules on the “nap zone” - “On the flip side, one NASA study 
showed that a 26minute nap improved a pilot’s performance by more 
than 34 percent.  Another study showed a 45-minute nap produced a 

similar boost in the cognitive performance, lasting more than six hours.”

Our Educational Take Away -
It is imperative for us to plan lessons which 
engage and involve students in the learning 

process especially during the nap zone - more on 
that in Rules 9 and 10.

We shouldn’t stop napping after kindergarten



Rule #8 - Stress - Stressed brains don’t learn the same way.

We often do not know what our students are experiencing as 
individuals in their personal lives.

Frankly, our high-stakes testing emphasis doesn’t help.

Japanese students know stress - Japan’s response....



Meanwhile,	  in	  response	  to	  the	  mind	  
melting	  academic	  pressures	  on	  Japanese	  
youth,	  the	  education	  ministry	  has	  been	  
pushing	  students	  to	  re8lect	  on	  the	  
meaning	  and	  mission	  of	  their	  lives.	  	  
Encouraging	  what	  it	  calls	  –	  Education	  of	  
the	  Heart.

	   	   	   	   -‐	  Daniel	  H.	  Pink	  –	  A	  Whole	  New	  Mind,	  Chapter	  3	  
6:20



Help your students De-Stress!  You have a fun job - 
do they sense you enjoy it?



Rule #10 - Vision - Vision trumps all other senses.

Vernal Fall, Yosemite National Park
Vernal Fall in Yosemite 

National Park can be 
found by hiking the 

Mist Trail.

Sadly, 3 hikers were 
swept over this 317 

foot drop the week after 
this was filmed.

truth be told, this slide is a shameless plug to reinforce rule 9 (sensory 
integration), with a dose of an emotional statement to boot.



Who Said It?

“I have not failed.  I have just found 10,000 ways that will not work.”

The person responsible for this 
quote was told by a teacher he was 
too stupid to learn anything and 
he should go in to a field where he 
could succeed by virtue of his 
pleasant personality.

Thomas A. Edison



Is Edison’s quote a statement of confidence?

Does our educational system nurture and support Edison’s type of 
thinking?

If you are not prepared to be wrong, you will never come up with anything 
original. - Sir Ken Robinson



Rule 12 - We are Powerful and Natural Explorers

It goes back to our more primitive roots

We thrive on hands-on, visual, exploratory learning.



In light of rule 12 (We are Powerful and Natural Explorers), 
be a High School Freshman

Walk me through the registration process - map out a 4 year plan....



You Must, you must, you must, you must.....

For the Love of students... If you teach a You Must class, please 
don’t use that as an excuse to not create engaging and 

meaningful learning environments.

Take this, and this, and this, ...

There is no denying it, as an institution, we are highly prescriptive



Ponder this for a moment

We are doing this to students at precisely the 
same time in their lives they are rebelling 

(naturally) and wanting an explanation for 
everything they are asked to do.

Education is a guideline and rule driven institution



Hell, there are no rules here - 
we’re trying to accomplish 

something. 

Thomas A. Edison

What Edison said about rules....



One More Blank Slate Example



www.cteintrees.org



Shameless Plug - tomorrow at 11:00



A parting thought and encouragement from a company that has done rather 
well since this ad aired.

Thank you very much for your time and more importantly, 
thank you for your efforts on behalf of students!



Resources
Brian Gordon --- brian.gordon@jjc.edu  815-727-2714

www.cteintrees.org
Brain Rules - John Medina

A Whole New Mind - Daniel H. Pink

Indiana University Survey of High School Student Engagement -  www.indiana.edu/~ceep/hssse/images/HSSSE_2010_Report.pdf

http://edge.ascd.org/_Abolish-the-Diploma/blog/1778850/127586.html    - Grant Wiggins

YouTube.Com - Sir Ken Robinson, Do Schools Kill Creativity?  TED talk (excerpted), 

https://www.assistivetechnologytidbits.wikispaces.com/About+UDL

YouTube.Com - Clips from Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, Dead Poet’s Society, www.funniestcommercials.tk, Apple Think Different commercial

Stock xchng - Royalty Free stock photography -- http://www.sxc.hu/home



Another Example


